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Dynamic transition in deposition with a poisoning species
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In deposition with a poisoning species, we show that the transition to a blocked or pinned phase may be
viewed as an absorbing transition in the directed percolation~DP! class. We consider a ballisticlike deposition
model with an active and an inactive species that represents the basic features of the process and exhibits a
transition from a growing phase to a blocked phase, with the deposition rate as the order parameter. In the
growing phase, the interface width shows a crossover from the criticalW;t behavior to Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
~KPZ! scaling, which involves DP and KPZ exponents in the saturation regime. In the pinned phase, the
maximum heights and widths scale asHs;Ws;(p2pc)

2n i. The robustness of the DP class suggests inves-
tigations in real systems.
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During some deposition processes, the presence of di
ent chemical species improves film properties but may a
lead to undesired features, such as the decrease of gr
rates due to erosion processes or the saturation of dan
bonds at the surface. One important example is the dep
tion of Si films doped with P by chemical vapor depositi
~CVD! or molecular beam epitaxy in atmospheres with ph
phine@1–3#, in which a decrease of growth rates is observ
when phosphine flux increases. This feature seems to b
lated to the saturation of dangling bonds at the surface@3#. A
similar poisoning effect appears in diamond CVD in atm
spheres with boron and nitrogen@4#. High fluxes of the poi-
soning species may cancel out the growth of the main s
cies, thus showing a transition from a growing phase t
blocked or pinned phase. Here we argue that, in the abs
of erosion processes of these two species, it may be vie
as a transition to an absorbing state in the directed perc
tion ~DP! class @5–8#, and we will present a depositio
model that represents the main features of this process.

We consider a statistical model that represents the es
tial aspects of film growth and may be used to calcul
growth rates, analyze surface roughness scaling, and pr
a dynamic transition. It is a ballisticlike deposition mod
with two species, an active one~A! and an inactive one (B),
with a continuous transition from a growth phase to
blocked phase. The mapping of this transition onto the
class shows that the growth velocity is the order paramete
the problem and that the growth phase corresponds to
active phase of DP. Thus the physical properties of the mo
are completely different from previous models of surfa
growth with pinning or roughening transitions@9–13#. The
observed fall of deposition rates in the growth regime agr
qualitatively with deposition experiments showing poisoni
effects. Thus, the interpretation of the pinning process a
transition to an absorbing state and the robustness of the
class strongly suggest that other transitions to blocked ph
due to poisoning of film growth are also in the DP cla
Furthermore, we show that the scaling of quantities such
growth rates, surface roughness, and thicknesses of blo
deposits involves the exponents of the Kardar-Parisi-Zh
~KPZ! theory@14# and DP exponents, and may eventually
used to compare our theory with experimental data.
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In the following we describe our model, show the resu
in one-dimensional substrates while discussing the relatio
DP, show some results in two dimensions, and present a
discussion.

In our model, particlesA andB are released from random
positions above ad-dimensional surface of lengthL with
probabilities 12p andp, respectively. The incident particl
follows a straight vertical trajectory toward the surface. A
gregation is allowed only if the incident particle encounter
particleA at the top of the column of incidence or at the to
of a higher neighboring column. Otherwise the aggregat
attempt is rejected. Figure 1~a! illustrates the aggregation
rules. A column in which aggregation is possible is called
active column. The deposition time is the number of depo
tion attempts per substrate column; thus the deposition
~number of deposited particles per unit time! is equal to the
fraction of active columns.

FIG. 1. ~a! Examples of deposition attempts ind51, in which
only the configurations of the incident column and of neighbor
columns are shown. Open squares represent particlesA, filled
squares represent particlesB, and crossed squares represent incid
particles (A or B). In processes 1, 2, and 3, aggregation occurs
the positions marked with a filled circle. In processes 4 and 5
aggregation attempt is rejected. Notice that, in processes 3 an
lateral aggregation to the right is not possible because the neigh
ing A is not at the top of the column.~b! The equivalent one-
dimensional contact process, in which a topA corresponds to a
particle ~empty circles! and a topB corresponds to a hole~under-
lined empty site!. The initial configuration and the possible fina
configurations~for the cases of incidentA or incidentB) are shown.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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It is clear from Fig. 1~a! that particlesB represent impu-
rities that prevent growth occuring in their neighborhoo
This model resembles the AC model proposed by other
thors@15,16#, but their results are very different from ours~a
morphological transition was suggested ind52 @16#, but it
was not quantitatively studied!. Our findings are also com
pletely different from the two-species restricted solid-o
solid model of Ref.@17#, although the pure case (p50) also
obeyed KPZ scaling.

Now we present results ind51.
For small values ofp, the growth process continues in

definitely, as in the pure model (p50). However, whenp
increases, the growth rater decreases due to the increase
the density ofB at the surface, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. In Fig.
2~b! we show lnr versus ln(pc2p) for pc50.207 15, which
gives the best linear fit of the data for 0.19,p,0.206. Thus
we obtain

r;eb, e[pc2p, ~1!

with pc50.207 1560.000 10 andb50.28260.012.
The instantaneous growth rate decays as the densit

particlesA at the surface. Focusing on the surface confi
ration, we notice that the growth rules of Fig. 1~a! may be
mapped onto ad-dimensional contact process@18,7# ~CP! in
which a topA represents a particle and a topB represents a
hole ~or empty site!, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. When the depo-
sition of aB occurs in a column with a topA, it corresponds
to the annihilation of a particle in a CP. On the other ha
the deposition of anA in a column with a topB and a neigh-
boring column with a topA corresponds to offspring produc
tion in the CP. Notice that the stability of the absorbing st
is represented by process 4 in Fig. 1~b!. The probabilities of
annihilation and offspring production in the CP are not tri
ally related top, since they also depend on the neighbori
height distribution.

The equivalence to a CP indicates that the transition i
the DP class, with the density of topA or the growth rater as
the order parameter. The above value of the exponentb and
results below support this statement~the best known estimat
for DP is b50.276 48660.000 008@19#! .

Here it is relevant to recall that all known statistical mo
els showing continuous transitions to absorbing states, w
positive one-component order parameters, short-range i
actions, and no additional symmetries, are in the DP c

FIG. 2. ~a! Deposition rater versus probabilityp of incidence of
particlesB, in d51. ~b! Scaling ofr nearpc50.207 15.
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@8,20#. This so calledrobustnessof the DP class is the reaso
for us to expect universality in real system transitions w
the same blocking mechanisms as in our model.

At the critical point ind51 andL<8192, we estimated
the deposition rate at very long timesr `(L) and obtained

r c~L,t5`!;L2g, ~2!

with g50.2660.02. This result is consistent with the e
pected DP valueg5b/n' ~the best known estimaten'

51.096 85460.000 004@19# givesa'0.252). We also esti-
mated r for relatively short times in very large substrat
(L565 536), and obtained

r c~L5`,t !;t2h, ~3!

with h50.16060.005. This estimate also supports the D
equivalence, which givesh5b/n i , wheren i is the parallel
correlation length exponent~best known estimaten i
51.733 84760.000 006@19#!.

The interface width, defined as

W~L,t !5F K 1

Ld (
i

~hi2h̄!2L G1/2

, ~4!

obeys dynamic scaling involving the exponents of DP a
KPZ theory@overbars and angular brackets in Eq.~3! denote
spatial and configurational averages, respectively#. In order
to understand its behavior below the critical point, we fi
show the results atpc and very large substrates in Fig. 3. Th
interface widthW increases as

W;t, p5pc , ~5!

as a consequence of the finite fraction of growing columns
isolated branches and the increasing fraction of blocked
umns, which give rise to increasingly large height diffe
ences.

The evolution of the interface width forp&pc is pre-
sented in Fig. 4, where we plotted lnW as a function of the
scaling variablex[ten i, with n i51.733 847@19#, in sub-
strates with L54096. There is a transient region fo

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the interface widthW at the critical
point pc50.207 15 in d51, for a very large substrate (L
5655 36).
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t,tcros;e2n i, in which W shows the rapid increase typic
of the critical point@Eq. ~5!#. Notice thattcros is the charac-
teristic time of correlations in the DP process. Att
;tcros , W crosses over to a KPZ scaling,

W;tbK, ~6!

with bK51/3 in d51. Finite-size effects are responsible f
the reduced declivities in Fig. 4 when compared to
asymptotic forms of Eqs.~5! and ~6! ~strong finite-size ef-
fects are typical of ballistic deposition models@21#!.

For long times, finite-size effects lead to the saturation
the interface width. The extrapolation of data for severap
andL, also considering finite-size effects@21#, leads to

Wsat;e2bLaK, e!1, L@1, ~7!

with the KPZ exponentaK51/2 and the DP exponent.e2b is
the typical lateral distance between active columns, but
pears in Eq.~4! as a vertical scaling length, accounting f
lateral correlations in the roughness saturation regime.
divergence ofWsat at pc indicates the failure of KPZ scaling
at criticality.

For p.pc , the growth process stops when the whole s
face is covered withB, for any lengthL. The heights of the
blocked deposits attain limiting or saturation values with a
erageHs , and the interface widths attain saturation valu
Ws(Ws should not be confused withWsat for p,pc , since
the former is a property of infinitely large static deposits a
the latter is related to finite-size effects in growing deposi!.
The time for surface blocking is the characteristic time
survival of particles in the corresponding CP; conseque
Hs andWs should behave like the parallel correlation leng
in the absorbing phase:

Hs;Ws;~2e!2n i. ~8!

Equation~8! is confirmed in Fig. 5, where we show linear fi
of ln Hs and lnWs versus ln(2e), with pc50.207 15 ~the
same estimate as in the growing phase!. From fits with dif-
ferent values ofpc we obtainn i51.7560.05, which is also
consistent with DP within error bars@19#.

FIG. 4. ln(W) versus ln(x), with the scaling variablex[ten i.
From below to above,p50.15, p50.17, andp50.18 (L54096).
The regions of critical DP and KPZ behaviors are indicated.
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Analogous results were obtained in two-dimensional s
strates. In Fig. 6~a! we show lnr versus lne, with pc
50.4902, which givesb50.57360.020 @Eq. ~3!#. In Fig.
6~b! we show lnW versus lnx, x[teni, for several values of
p, consideringn i51.295 @22#. Again it shows exponents
consistent with DP and the crossover from DP to KPZ sc
ing. At p5pc we obtained Eq.~5! with a'0.46, to be com-
pared with the DP valuea'0.451 @22#. The results ind
52 are less accurate due to the limitations in lattice leng
(L<256), but are essential to justify any comparison of o
theory with experiments.

The applicability of our model to real growth processes
limited due to the ballistic aggregation conditions, the a
sence of diffusion mechanisms, etc. However, if poison
effects lead to a transition to a blocked phase and if it can
interpreted as a transition to an absorbing phase, then
robustness of the DP class@20,8# suggests this type of tran
sition. A possible realization is Si deposition in atmosphe
with phosphine (PH3), which shows a decrease of grow
rate with increasing phosphine flux. The saturation of ph
phorus dangling bonds by hydrogen at the surface was
gested as the main blocking mechanism@3#, but to our
knowledge no pinning transition has been found yet. Anot
possible application is diamond CVD in atmospheres w
boron, in which the formation of an amorphous BCN mat

FIG. 5. Saturation height ln(Hs) ~squares! and saturation width
ln(Ws) ~crosses! versus ln(2e) in d51, with pc50.207 15. The
solid line is a least squares fit ofHs data, giving a slopen i'1.75.

FIG. 6. ~a! Scaling of the deposition rater nearpc50.4902 in
d52, giving b50.573.~b! ln(W) versus ln(x), with x[teni, for p
50.44, p50.46, andp50.47 from below to above (L5256).
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blocks the growth of the diamond phase for boron to carb
ratios above 0.1@4#. This seems to be an absorbing transiti
similar to our model and, consequently, is a candidate for
DP class.

Finally, it is important to recall the differences betwe
the transition found in our model and the pinning transitio
obtained by directed percolation of growing interfaces in d
ordered media@9,10,23,8#. In that case the interface i
blocked if the impurity concentration exceeds the DP thre
old, and then infinite surface growth is found in the abso
ing phase of the impurities system. Consequently, the crit
t.

Ph

s
e,
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behavior of geometric quantities such as growth rate
interface width are completely different; for instance, Eq.~3!
is obeyed withb5n i2n' @23#. A very different correspon-
dence with DP is also found in models with competitio
between aggregation and desorption that show roughe
transitions@11#, in which the film growth regime also para
lels the absorbing DP phase.

The author thanks Dr. Dante Franceschini for useful s
gestions and helpful discussions. This work was partia
supported by CNPq and FAPERJ~Brazilian agencies!.
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